
WHO IS TEXAS PIPELINE WATCH?

Texas Pipeline Watch is a group of citizens who have 
come together concerned about pipelines in Texas, namely 
those pipelines that are designated to carry tar sands or 
dilbit crude.

You are receiving this packet because we are very 
concerned about the Keystone XL pipeline as we believe it 
is a threat to Texans’ water, land, and property rights.

Our group consists of local folks just like you – 
your neighbors, fellow Texans who live along the pipeline, 
and those across the state united in protecting the safety 
of our local communities and our way of life.

We hope this packet will be of benefit in keeping you and 
your family safe.

Our efforts extend to not only the Keystone XL, but also 
to the Seaway and Pegasus pipelines in Texas.  
For more information or to donate to Texas Pipeline 
Watch efforts, visit texaspipelinewatch.org or 
our Facebook page online.  You can also contact us at 
texaspipelinewatchnow@gmail.com.

Protecting Texans

Neighbors helping Neighbors



Identifying Leaks

RECOGNIZING A PIPELINE LEAK

Pipeline leaks are a major safety concern to you and your family, and should be treated as dangerous 
utilizing extreme caution.  A leak may release harmful and flammable products into the soil or the air.

Know that pipeline operators such as TransCanada often “batch” what is in a pipeline, running different 
types of crude or gas between other energy product shipments from one week/or day to the next.

Products transported in energy pipelines can be odorless. Use not only your sense of smell, but also your 
sense of sight and sound to identify a potential pipeline leak.

Know the signs of a potential leak on your land:

 • Dirt or debris blowing into the air
 • A dense white cloud or fog near the pipeline
 • Hissing, gurgling or roaring sounds
 • Strong petroleum scent or other pungent odor
 • A smell similar to rotten eggs or sulfur, if odorant is added.
  (Natural gas has the pungent rotten egg or sulfur small)

 • Dead or dying vegetation near the pipeline
 •    Pools of liquid or fire on the ground near the pipeline

Pay attention to areas where TransCanada may have previously excavated for anomalies or near 
areas that required specialized welding or engineering techniques including hillsides, wetlands, water 
crossings, road and railways. TransCanada has also had recorded incidents in areas where there 
are valve or pumping stations.



What TO DO in an Emergency Situation:

 1. Turn off any machinery and move as far away from the leak or spill as possible – 
  preferably upwind.
 2. Avoid contact with escaping gases or liquids.
 3. Call 911 or your local emergency number.
 4. Call TransCanada’s toll-free, 24 hour emergency number. 1-800-447-8066.
  (This 800 number should be the same as the signs which appear on your property.)
 5. Follow any instructions provided by the TransCanada phone operators and 
  your local emergency responders.

 1. Do not touch any liquid or come in contact with vapor coming from the pipeline.
 2. Do not drive into the area or start your car.
 3. Do not light a match.
 4. Do not turn on or off anything that may create a spark.  
	 	 (This	includes	cell	phones,	telephones,	light	switches,	flashlights.)		 	
 5. Do not try to operate pipeline valves or equipment.

 -
	 •	 Immediately	go	indoors.		Close	and	lock	all	windows	and	outside	doors.
	 •	 Turn	off	appliances	that	circulate	air	including	exhaust	fans,	gas	stoves/firesplaces,
  heating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.
	 •	 Turn	furnace	thermostats	to	a	minimum	setting.		Turn	off	air	conditioners.
	 •	 Leave	open	all	inside	doors
	 •	 Avoid	using	the	phone,	except	for	emergencies	--	so	you	can	be	contacted	by	
  emergency personnel.
	 •	 Stay	tuned	to	local	radio/or	television	(battery-operated)	for	possible	information	updates.
	 •	 Do	not	leave	(even	if	you	see	people	outside)	until	told	to	do	so.

What happens next?
	 •	 TransCanada	personnel	and	local	emergency	responders	will	work	to	control	the	situation.
	 •	 TransCanada	may	isolate	and	shut	down	sections	of	the	pipeline.
	 •	 Any	agencies	needed	to	remediate	leak	impacts	will	be	employed	to	work	on	the	incident.

Be Safe-Pipeline 911

What NOT TO DO in an Emergency Situation:

IF UNSURE of where the leak is SHELTER IN PLACE:



Get to a safe place before you make a pipeline incident report.  If you are unsure where the leak is, 
shelter in place, don’t venture out to discover more information. To report a suspected leak or spill, note 
the following when talking to first responders and the TransCanada hotline operator:

 1.  Give your name/address/home and cell phone.
 2. Date/time of day you first suspected the leak/spill/incident  _________________________
 3. Name any persons who feel ill/describe symptoms. _______________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________

 4.  Leak location (if known)     __________________________________________________
  Nearest road access to leak area _____________________________________________

 5.  Describe what you can see, smell, or hear in relation to the leak _______________________
  _______________________________________________________________________
  _______________________________________________________________________

 6. Did any of these factors make you suspect something had occurred?
   m Dirt or debris blowing into the air
   m A dense white cloud or fog near the pipeline
   m Hissing, gurgling or roaring sounds
   m Strong petroleum scent or other pungent odor - or rotten egg smell
   m Dead or dying vegetation near the pipeline
   m  Pools of liquid or fire on the ground near the pipeline

 7.  Wind direction  ___________________________________________________________
  Your location in relation to the wind.   m  Upwind   m Downwind
  Wind speed ________________________________________

 8.   Name any companies/or workers and activity if on site when leak occurred. 
  _______________________________________________________________________
 9. Note any waterways or wells nearby that may be affected by the spill.
  _______________________________________________________________________
 10. Identify any livestock in harm’s way and their location to the incident.
  _______________________________________________________________________
 11. Name any other pipelines/or operators that cross your property. ____________________
  _______________________________________________________________________
 12. Note any above ground facilities, valve or pump stations on property or nearby.
  _______________________________________________________________________

Finally, please contact us and let us know what occurred at texaspipelinewatchnow@gmail.com.

Reporting a SpillRECOGNIZING A PIPE



After A Leak is Reported

AFTER REPORTING A LEAK TO TRANSCANADA’S HOTLINE

When reporting an emergency to TransCanada, you will be speaking with their control center which has 
a computer monitoring system of the pipeline.  After your call, TransCanada should initiate the process to 
check and begin pipeline shutdown to isolate the source of an incident, spill or leak.  Work with local re-
sponders and the appropriate agencies to control and remediate the spill situation will also commence.

TRANSCANADA’S SPILL REPORTING RESPONSIBILITY

The Keystone XL is an interstate pipeline under the jurisdiction of the Pipeline and Hazardous Material 
Safety Administration (PHMSA).  PHMSA is a department within the federal Department of Transporta-
tion charged with the oversight of all U.S. pipeline regulations.

As an operator, TransCanada must abide by the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations in regards to the 
transport of energy products through its Keystone XL pipeline.  When a pipeline spill or incident meets 
a certain threshold under the law, TransCanada is then required to call the federal National Response 
Center hotline to report the nature of the spill incident.  

The National Response Center then notifies PHMSA and all pertinent federal agencies to be involved in 
a spill or incident response including the EPA, which would have oversight of the spill cleanup. 

An accident report is required for each failure in a pipeline system where there is a release of a hazard-
ous liquid such as crude or carbon dioxide being transported under these conditions:
• An explosion or fire occurs (not intentially set by the operator for any purpose)
• A significant personal injury, hospitalization or death
•	 Release	of	5	gallons	(19	liters)	or	more	of	hazardous	liquid or carbon dioxide, though no  
 report is required for a release of less than 5 barrels (0.8 cubic meters) resulting from a pipeline  
 maintenance activity
• Estimated property damage, including cost of clean-up and recovery, value of lost product,  
 and damage to the property of the operator or others, or both, exceeding $50,000.

A noncritical incident is required to be filed within 30 days to PHMSA.  A more critical incident, as out-
lined above, or an incident that involves the contamination of water or significant operator error requires 
immediate reporting at the earliest practicable moment following the discovery of a release.

There are exceptions to some of the above reporting.  To understand the full reporting requirements 
of a spill, go to www.ecfr.gov and visit Title 49 - Transportation, Volume 3, under the “Transportation of 
Hazardous Liquids by Pipelines.”  Subchapter D talks about Pipeline Saefty under section 195.

All spills that meet the reporting threshold are recorded on PHMSA’s website at www.phmsa.dot.gov  
where the public can verify that incidents were reported.  Landowners can also find other important 
information or warning letters issued to TransCanada, Keystone XL, or other operators in the U.S. at 
that site.



Tar Sands:  A Major Spill Problem

TAR SANDS VS. CONVENTIONAL CRUDE

As opposed to conventional crude, bitumen is a mined solid material. Bitumen, 
also	known	as	tar	sands,	is	diluted	in	order	for	it	to	flow.	Diluted	bitumen	is	also	
know as dilbit or tar sands crude.

Diluted	bitumen	is	a	combination	of	unrefined	tar	sands	mixed	with	natural	gas	
liquids	and	a	host	of	other	hazardous	chemicals	in	order	to	make	it	flow	through	
a pipeline. Diluted bitumen or dilbit poses greater risks to pipelines and  greater 
impacts to safety and the environment if spilled.  

Diluted bitumen or dilbit has the following characteristics when comparing it to conventional crude:

  •  Up to 20 times more Acidic
  • Up to 10 times more Sulfuric
  • More Viscous – consistency of thin peanut butter
  • Requires Higher Flow Pressures - up to 1440 psi (conventional crude flows at 600-800 psi)
  • More Abrasive due to its gritty consistency – friction in the pipe can heat up to 158º
   (With every 10º increase, corrosion rates double making leaks more likely)
  • Carries a Low Flash Point - can easily explode or ignite due to a spark 
  • Problematic to Clean Up - heavy bitumen content will sink upon water impact

Dilbit	or	tar	sands	pose	a	great	risk	to	water	in	a	spill	as	confirmed	by	the	U.S.	State	Department	in	its	environmen-
tal	assessment	of	the	Keystone	XL.		Following	a	diluted	bitumen	spill,	the	lighter	dilutants	(benzene	and	hydrogen	
sulfide)	become	airborne	leaving	the	heavier	than	water	bitumen	to	sink.		Dilbit	contains	50	to	70%	bitumen	as	op-
posed	to	less	than	10%	in	conventional	crude,	therefore	more	product	will	sink	compared	to	a	conventional	oil	spill.	

The 2010 Kalamazoo tar sands spill in Michigan cost more than 1 billion dollars 
and has taken more than 3 years to clean up.  The pictured 2012 tar sands spill 
in	Mayflower,		Arkansas	posed	a	threat	to	local	water	sources	and	that	pipeline	is	
still shutdown today. Both spills resulted in evacuations of local residents due to 
concerns over health and safety from the hazardous chemicals contained in tar 
sands crude.

It	should	be	noted	that	the	IRS	does	not	deem	tar	sands	product	as	crude.		
Therefore, tar sands crude operators do not contribute 8 cents per barrel to the 
U.S.	Spill	Liability	Trust	Fund	for	spill	clean-up	costs	as	required	by	conventional	
crude operators.
 



TAR SANDS CRUDE EXPOSURE:  FROM THE AIR AND ON THE GROUND

In March 2013, more than 5,000 barrels of Canadian Wabasca heavy crude was spilled in Mayflower, Arkansas.  Accord-
ing to Exxon’s attorneys, Wabasca heavy is a bitumen product mixed with diluents.  More than 30 hazardous chemicals 
were found in analyzed spill samples.  Though one dilbit product can vary from one another, below are six major hazard-
ous chemicals of concern in a tar sands spill once these chemicals are airborne or have contact with the soil.

Some of the following hazardous chemicals may be odorless, so it is best to evacuate or follow the 
instructions given on the emergency sheet provided if you recognize that a leak has occurred.
L/T= Long term   S/T= Short Term                             
BENZENE
L/T:  Carcinogenic.	May	cause	reproductive	and/or	developmental	delays.
S/T:  Causes drowsiness, dizziness, rapid heart rate, headaches, tremors, confusion and unconsciousness, high   
 levels can result in death.

HYDROGEN SULFIDE (H2S)
L/T:  High	exposure	is	of	immediate	danger	to	life	and	health	-	can	cause	loss	of	consciousness,	and	even	death.			 	
	 May	induce	poor	memory/	or	attention	span,	and	poor	motor	function.
S/T:  Irritant	and	chemical	asphyxiant	taken	up	by	lungs.	Affects	both	oxygen	utilization	and	central	nervous	system.		 	
	 Irritates	eyes,	nose,	throat	and	respiratory	system.		May	induce	breathing	difficulties,	inflammation,	headaches,		 	
 fatigue, insomnia, digestive disturbances and weight loss.
 
ETHYLBENZENE
L/T:  Carcinogenic and reproductive effects.
S/T:   Eye and throat irritation, dizziness.
 
N-HEXANE
L/T: Damage	to	the	nervous	system,	numbness	in	extremities.	Muscular	weakness,	blurred	vision,	headache	and	fatigue.
S/T: Numbness in feet, muscle weakness.
 
TOLUENE
L/T:		 High	levels	can	result	in	birth	defects	and	retard	mental	abilities	if	inhaled	during	pregnancy.		Low	level	impacts	
 not known.
S/T:	 Impacts	nervous	system.		Can	cause	tiredness,	confusion,	weakness,	memory	loss,	nausea,	loss	of	appetite,	hearing		
 loss, color vision loss, light-headedness, sleepiness, unconsciousness or death.  High levels affects kidneys.
 
XYLENE
L/T:   Delayed growth and development in testing on unborn animals. Concerns on damage to pregnant women.
S/T: Causes headaches, lack of muscle coordination, dizziness, confusion, and changes in sense of balance. High   
	 level	exposure	for	short	periods	can	cause	irritation	of	the	skin,	eyes,	nose,	and	throat;	difficulty	in	breathing,	 	
	 lung	problems,	delayed	reaction	time,	memory	difficulties,	stomach	discomfort,	and	possibly	changes	in	the		 	
 liver and kidneys. Can cause unconsciousness and even death at very high levels.
Source:  Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry

Hazardous Exposure



MONITORING MATTERS

No one knows their land and can monitor it better than those work that land on a daily basis. Though 
you may have other crude or gas lines on your property, there are important reasons to monitor a line 
that carry tar sands or dilbit crude.

While walking the Keystone XL  on your land, pay particular attention 
to what are called points of inflection (P.I’s).  These are:

 •  Places where there are changes in the pipeline's direction....
  corners, turns, bores under roads and water crossings, hillsides, 
  beginnings and ends of horizontal drills, etc.  
 • Areas of increased stress on the pipeline. 
 • Usually marked with above ground pipeline markers  (though no 
  further description is usually given on the nature of these P.I’s)

PAY ATTENTION TO SOIL TEMPERATURE 
& WATER CHANGES

Be Aware - Be Prepared

Though there is no accompanying data on how extremely high soil temperature around the pipe im-
pacts vegetation, documentation is critical as the interior temperature of a pipeline carrying tar sands 
product can reach 158º unlike conventional crude. 

Some landowners have purchased 36" and 20" soil thermometers online from Homedepot.com or other 
stores to measure soil temperature.  The thermometer cost was roughly $125.  Some landowners have 
placed a 36" thermometer and one 20" directly above the pipeline, alongside a pipeline marker where 
the pipe would be at its shallowest placement depth (some places that is 4 feet below grade, in rocky 
areas this could be as shallow as 2 feet).  

A 20" thermometer was then placed 30 feet away from the pipeline, well 
off the easement, as a control.  Regular monitoring and documentation of 
these thermometers is critical.  Slight temperature fluctuations will occur as a 
result of the weather, but changes between the control thermometer and the 
ones the over pipeline should indicate soil temp increases attributable to the 
pipeline.

Additionally, monitoring is critical in areas where pipelines pass beneath or 
through waterways.  Ideally thorough baseline water testing should be done 
prior to any construction taking place, with tests that not only assess the wa-
ter but scientifically validate the testing methodology.  This testing can cost 
tens of thousands of dollars, prohibitive to most landowners.  Even without 
baseline testing, real time observations of water is critical, mainly at the site 
and downstream of the water crossing.  



Being a Good Neighbor

STAY INVOLVED - NEIGHBORS HELPING NEIGHBORS

Texas Pipeline Watch consists of landowners, neighbors and friends who want to help protect Texas 
communities.  Texas Pipeline Watch are volunteers who can only continue to help by the expanded and 
ongoing involvement of folks like yourself and your neighbors.

Below are suggestions that you can use to further safeguard your family and friends:

COMMUNICATE

   m Ask TransCanada for the Material Safety Data Sheets(MSDS) so you know what product is in   
    the pipeline as that can change at any given time.  The MSDS sheets list the chemicals and the   
    percentage of that chemical in the product being transported.

   m Talk to the first responders in your community.  Ask them if they’ve received the MSDS sheets   
    and have access to the emergency response plan in case there is a spill.  Every county has a   
    Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC).  Does your LEPC have the needed information   
    to protect the community and its residents in case of a spill?

PARTICIPATE
    
   m Talk to your neighbors and share information.

    Start a Texas Pipeline Watch meetup in your area, where neighbors can get together or share  
    information via the internet. If you are willing to be a Pipeline Watch captain, let us know and we  
    will help you secure materials and contact information.

DONATE
    
   m Texas Pipeline Watch was formed out of concern by citizens like you.  Most of those involved
    are volunteers.  To help sustain Texas Pipeline Watch, donations are needed and can    
    be sent via PayPal at texaspipelinewatch.org or your tax-deductible donation can be mailed to:
    
     Texas Pipeline Watch
     PO Box 144
     Sumner, Texas 75486

  


